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Females are twice as likely as males to develop 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Tolin 

and Breslau, 2007). However, the reasoning behind 
this statistic has been unclear. A study conducted 
by Maddox et al. showed that estrogen plays a 
role in increased risk for development of PTSD in 
female mice and women (2015). As a result of this 
study and many others suggesting the importance 
of females in translational research, the National 
Institute of Health (NIH) recently mandated that sex 
must be considered a significant biological variable 
in the experimental design of basic and preclinical 
research. In the past, sex has not been commonly 
studied as a significant biological variable in 
preclinical research because of the costs of time 
and money associated with studying both sexes. 
However, the role of sex in basic research has the 
potential to bring important insights into science 

additional funding for these experiments. Therefore, 
researchers will most likely have to use a smaller 
population size for studies. Although costs may be 
increased over the course of collecting preliminary 
data, the potential benefits of understanding sex 
difference in preclinical research outweigh the costs.

In addition to monetary costs, the SABV policy 
imposes potential costs in time. To eliminate the 
potential confounding variable of the female estrus 
cycle, an  extra step must be taken in order to 

and medicine. 
The Sex as a Biological Variable (SABV) policy 

was announced by the NIH in June 2015 with the 
objective of accounting for the potential influence 
of sex on the results of preclinical studies. For the 
purpose of this policy, the NIH defines “sex” as 
the “biological differences between females and 
males, including chromosomes, sex organs, and 
endogenous hormonal profiles” (National Institute 
of Health). 

In 1993, the NIH mandated that women must 
be included in NIH-funded clinical research. 
As a result of this requirement, over half of the 
participants in NIH-funded research are women 
(Clayton and Collins, 2014). However, with an 
over-reliance on male animals and cells, preclinical 
research neglects to account for sex differences that 
could potentially guide clinical research. This gap in 
knowledge hinders the likelihood of reproducibility 

in clinical research. Therefore, through the SABV 
policy, the NIH aims to address this gap between 
preclinical and clinical research.

While the inclusion of sex as a variable in 
preclinical and clinical research allows for greater 
coherence and reproducibility, studying both 
males and females imposes hurdles involving the 
costs of conducting a study. Kathleen Gardiner is a 
neuroscientist who studies the role of sex differences 
in Down syndrome in mice at the the University 
of Colorado school of Medicine. According to 
Gardiner, studying both sexes doubles the cost of 
an experiment. Gardiner states, “If you need 15 
mice for a study, but want to use both sexes, that 
means you need 15 males and 15 females” (Krisch, 
2017). Although the costs of conducting a study 
are doubled, the SABV policy does not include 

...with an over-reliance on male animals 
and cells, preclinical research neglects 
to account for sex differences that could 
potentially guide clinical studies. This gap 
in knowledge hinders the likelihood of 
reproducibility in clinical research.

Sex differences are significant in preclinical research. 
Differences in activation of the ventrolateral part of 

the ventromedial hypothalamus in male and female 
mouse brains during mating and fighting (“Diagram 
of mouse brain (far left) and the ventrolateral part of 

the ventromedial hypothalamus”).
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synchronize estrus cycles (Krisch, 2017). With the 
consideration of these additional costs, the SABV 
policy allows for studies to use only one sex under 
the circumstances of strong justification of no sex 
influence in scientific literature and preliminary 

data. While using females in scientific studies may 
be more taxing at first, the eventual costs may 
decrease in the future depending on the relevance of 
sex in these studies. 

The inclusion of sex as a biological variable in 
preclinical studies may offer important insights into 
clinical research based on the effects of findings 
from previous preclinical studies. Females are 
more susceptible than males to multiple sclerosis 
(MS), and late pregnancy decreases the severity of 
MS. A study conducted on mice showed that the 
because of the protective effect of testosterone in 
males decreased susceptibility for experimental 

autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), used as 
an animal model for MS. In addition, this study 
showed that high levels of estriol reduced severity 
of the disease during late pregnancy (Voskuhl 
and Palazynski, 2001). Based on the results of this 
preclinical study, Wisdom et al. tested a clinical 
treatment using the estrogen receptor-β ligand 
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Balancing usage of both sexes in preclinical research 
(Scott, 2014).

after the onset of MS. The results of this study 
showed that the treatment may be neuroprotective, 
decreasing the severity of MS symptoms (Wisdom et 
al., 2013). These corresponding studies illustrate the 
importance of the concordance between preclinical 
and clinical research.

The NIH SABV policy brings sex differences to 
the forefront of research, hoping to align preclinical 
and clinical studies. Overall the benefits of catching 
sex differences earlier on in the research process 
outweigh the costs. This mandate not only allows 
for greater reproducibility and coherence in 
research, but also has the potential foster greater 
understanding of the underlying biology of females.

As an example of sex differences in clinical research, 
ADHD severity is shown to differ between males and 

females (Arnett et al., 2014). 
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Considered the most common movement 
disorder and the second most prevalent 

neurodegenerative disorder, Parkinson’s disease 
(PD) affects 7-10 million people worldwide. With 
a steady rise in the elderly population, researchers 
predict this statistic will double in the next 20 
years. In diagnosing PD, pathological features 
primarily include the degeneration of dopaminergic 
neurons in the substantia nigra and the abnormal 
aggregation of alpha-synuclein (α-synuclein) fibers 
into Lewy bodies in the central nervous system 
(CNS). Several classic motor symptoms—such as 
dyskinesia, muscular rigidity, tremor, slowness of 
movement, and gait disorder—characterize PD. But 
PD patients also exhibit a wide array of non-motor 
symptoms (NMS), including depression, dementia, 
hyposmia, orthostatic hypotension and, most 
commonly, gastrointestinal (GI) dysfunction such as 

gut and GI tract inflammation leading to eventual 
neurodegeneration. For example, constipation 
remains the most common GI issue among PD 
patients and the second most common NMS. Up 
to 80% of patients report having constipation, and 
these symptoms may occur before motor symptoms 
by more than 10 years (Perez-Pardo, Hartog, 
Garssen, & Kraneveld, 2017a). 

Mounting evidence reveals that PD patients 
may display an aberrant and pro-inflammatory gut 
microbiota composition because of the common 
early occurrence of constipation and other GI 
abnormalities in PD patients. Recent studies 
theorize that changes in gut microbiota conditions 
affect brain function through the microbiota-

constipation (Nair, Ramachandran, Joghee, Antony, 
& Ramalingam, 2018). PD is a multifactorial disease 
with a complex interaction of genetic predisposition 
and environmental factors leading to its onset, 
and recently researchers have shifted their focus 
away from the hallmark motor symptoms affecting 
dopaminergic neurons. Instead, recent research 
examines early NMS that potentially originate in the 
gut to investigate claims that PD originates in areas 
outside of the substantia nigra (Erro et al., 2018). 

Interestingly, the olfactory system and the 
enteric nervous system (ENS) in the GI tract also 
display Lewy body pathology, and thus α-synuclein 
pathology may arise in these areas before spreading 
to the CNS. Further, α-synuclein aggregation 
in the ENS may begin up to 20 years before the 
degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the 
CNS causes motor symptoms in PD. In addition, 
constipation, the most prevalent premotor symptom 
in PD, can appear 10 or more years prior to disease 
onset. Neuronal degeneration in the ENS because 

of α-synuclein accumulation can explain the high 
incidence of constipation among PD patients, and 
as a result Lewy body accumulation in the ENS may 
trigger GI dysfunction in PD (Minato et al., 2017). 
Identifying risk factors and early biomarkers by 
investigating the association between gut microbiota 
profiles of PD patients and the early NMS will lead 
to a more comprehensive understanding of PD 
pathology and advance the search for a cure (Nair et 
al., 2018). 

Although the exact causes behind the initiation 
of PD pathology remain unresolved, environmental 
factors and inflammatory responses likely contribute 
in significant ways. The fact that the GI tract 
becomes involved in PD pathology quite early 
supports both the presumed role of environmental 
factors influencing PD progression through the 

Further, α-synuclein aggregation in the 
ENS may begin up to 20 years before the 
degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in 
the CNS causes motor symptoms in PD. 

Initial PD pathology may spread from the gut to the 
brain via the microbiota-gut-brain axis, a bidirectional 

communication between the intestine and the CNS 
(“Parkinson’s and the microbiome”, 2017).

Authored by: Hannah Kelly
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gut-brain axis; a bidirectional communication 
system between the CNS and the GI tract that 
alters digestion, the immune system, perception, 
and emotions. Contributing to both brain and GI 
function, the axis consists of afferent fibers that 

project from the gut to cortical centers of the brain 
and efferent fibers that reach the gut from the brain 
(Nair et al., 2018). 

In recent PD research, growing evidence reveals 
that PD patients exhibit a pro-inflammatory 
gut microbiota profile that may increase gut 
permeability. Development of a “leaky gut” resulting 
from malfunctions in intestinal tight junctions 
causes bacteria and pro-inflammatory substances 
to leak into circulation and upset the balance of 
the inflammatory immune response. For example, 
colonic biopsies of PD patients demonstrate higher 
levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and additional 
activation of glial cells in the ENS that play a role in 
the immune response (Perez-Pardo et al., 2017a). 

Such pro-inflammatory activity in the immune 
system from oxidative stress in the gut might in 
turn initiate α-synuclein accumulation in the ENS 
that will eventually spread to the CNS. Researchers 
in several studies observed elevated levels of 
α-synuclein in the intestines of individuals with 
PD in comparison to healthy controls (Perez-Pardo 
et al., 2017a). These findings remain consistent 
with Braak’s hypothesis, a proposed staging of 
PD presented by Braak and colleagues in 2003. 
According to the hypothesis, gut microbiota 
influence the activity of olfactory and/or enteric 

According to Braak’s hypothesis of PD, microbial 
products interact with olfactory and/or enteric 

neurons, causing α-synuclein accumulation that 
spreads to the CNS through the olfactory bulb and 

vagal nerve (Rietdijk et al., 2017).

neurons, triggering α-synuclein accumulation 
in these areas from toxins or bacteria (Rietdijk, 
Perez-Pardo, Garssen, van Wezel, & Kraneveld, 
2017). As early α-synuclein pathology often occurs 
in brain structures that provide parasympathetic 
innervation to the GI tract, the vagus nerve may 
offer a way for α-synuclein aggregates in the ENS to 
reach the brain. In fact, a recent study detected an 
association between a vagotomy and a lowered risk 
of developing PD, supporting the notion that the 
vagus nerve may facilitate the spread of PD from the 
gut to the brain (Perez-Pardo et al., 2017b). In short, 
GI dysfunction and inflammation—characterized by 
constipation, over-expression of enteric α-synuclein, 
gut dysbiosis, and higher intestinal permeability—
occur up to 20 years before motor symptoms in 
PD patients. In turn, prolonged inflammatory 
conditions linked to gut microbiota profiles can 
trigger both systemic and neuroinflammation (Nair 
et al., 2018).

In support of the proposed mechanisms relating 
the gut microbiota to PD pathology, an abundance 
of studies reveal altered gut microbiota profiles 
in PD patients in comparison to healthy controls. 
Scheperjans et al. conducted the first study 
characterizing alterations in fecal bacteria profiles 
between PD patients and healthy subjects. In PD 
patients, the researchers detected higher counts 
of Enterobacteriaceae that related to the intensity 
of postural instability and gait troubles. They also 
identified a decreased abundance of Prevotella, 
a bacterial species essential to the synthesis of 
thiamine and folate: two vitamins often present in 
reduced concentrations in PD patients. Scheperjans 
et al. further argue that the decrease in Prevotella 
may be associated with increased intestinal 
permeability. Gut leakiness in turn can lead to toxin 
exposure, a possible environmental cause of PD 
through the induction of α-synuclein aggregation in 
the colon (Scheperjans et al., 2015).

While the Scheperjans study was the first 
investigation to describe the differences in gut 
microbiota profiles of PD patients, a more recent 
project led by Minato et al. became the first to 
consider the effects of gut microbiota on the 
progression of PD. In a two-year follow-up, they 
studied the intestinal microbiota of patients divided 
into “deteriorated” and “stable” groups and assessed 
the effects on progression of PD. Throughout the 
study, total fecal bacterial counts and the counts of 
six of the ten measured intestinal bacterial groups 
decreased in all PD patients, thus signifying the 
presence of gut dysbiosis. Furthermore, the C. 
leptum and B. fragilis group counts decreased over 
two years only in the stable group, possibly because 
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2018). While Levodopa subdues motor symptoms 
and increases dopamine production, patients 
experience dyskinesia and motor fluctuation after 
prolonged use (Perez-Pardo et al., 2017b). Today, no 
PD therapies can halt the progression of the disease 
or completely eliminate motor symptoms. Levodopa 
fails to prevent further loss of dopamine cells, and 
patients may even acquire drug resistance in late 
stages of PD. Also, none of the currently available 
therapies specifically target the gut-brain axis to 
reduce NMS in addition to motor symptoms. 

Recent evidence hints at the potential power of 
using nutritional interventions in combination with 
traditional PD therapies to address GI symptoms. 
Dietary treatments, such as phospholipid membrane 
precursors, may target the gut-brain axis by 
influencing neuronal activity in the ENS and the 
CNS. For example, rodent studies indicated that 
administering the nutrient combination of uridine, 
DHA, and choline elevated the amount of synaptic 

the deteriorated group may have already met the low 
plateau values for these bacterial species at the start 
of the study. The varying degrees of change in the 
counts of bacterial groups among the deteriorated 
and stable patients imply that gut microbiota 
profiles may already be significantly implicated in 
PD pathology by the time of actual clinical diagnosis 
(Minato et al., 2017). 

In a longitudinal study published in January 
of this year, Yang et al. investigated the link 
between PD and fecal microbiota composition by 
examining the change in fecal microbiota before 
and after the oral administration of rotenone in 
mice. Rotenone, an inhibitor used to model PD 
in animals, causes degeneration of dopaminergic 
neurons, accumulation of α-synuclein in the CNS, 
and GI dysfunction. After three weeks of rotenone 
treatment, mice began to exhibit GI dysfunction, 
with reduced colon motility and stool water content 
compared to week zero. Also, the researchers 
detected an increased expression of α-synuclein in 
the colon of rotenone-exposed mice starting at week 
three. In open field and pole tests used to measure 
motor capacity, rotenone-treated mice displayed 
deficits at four weeks of treatment, demonstrating 
that rotenone triggers GI dysfunction and changes 
in fecal microbiota content before the onset 
of motor impairments and the hallmark CNS 
pathology of PD. 

The data from Yang et al.’s experiment, moreover, 
show abnormal microbiota profiles in rotenone-
treated mice, with significant shifts in fecal bacteria 
content at weeks three and four in comparison to 
the start of the experiment. Researchers detected an 
increase in the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio, which 
is related to many inflammatory conditions. Also, 
starting from weeks two and three, respectively, the 
relative abundance of Desulfovibrio decreased and 
that of Lactobacillus increased. Reduced levels of 
Desulfovibrio correlated with increased intestinal 
permeability, and higher amounts of Lactobacillus 
correlated with impaired GI and motor functions. 
Importantly, as the study found evidence of fecal 
microbiota aberrations prior to the onset of motor 
deficits and CNS pathology, disruptions in fecal 
microbiota may contribute to rotenone toxicity or 
accelerate the start of PD pathology (Yang, Qian, Xu, 
Song, & Xiao, 2018). 

Despite decades of research and progress on 
decoding the biological mechanism underlying PD, 
treatment for PD remains difficult because of the 
challenges of both making definitive early diagnoses 
and managing late-stage symptoms. The available 
PD drug therapies, especially Levodopa, possess 
limits in terms of effectiveness and safety (Nair et al., 

Rotenone-treated mice showed GI dysfunction 
starting at week 3 and displayed motor deficits at 

week 4 (Yang et al., 2018).

proteins and might offset synaptic losses and lower 
membrane pathogenesis in the CNS and ENS in 
PD patients. Various types of probiotic bacteria, 
moreover, have been found to lower GI dysfunction 
and increase intestinal motility by altering 
microbiota composition. Researchers in a clinical 
study discovered that the probiotic Lactobacillus 
salivarius reduced markers of inflammation in 
healthy patients. Overall, nutritional therapies 
may improve GI symptoms and increase Levodopa 
absorption, permitting the prescription of smaller 
doses to patients and helping lower the drug’s many 
negative side effects (Perez-Pardo et al., 2017b).

In addition to concerns regarding the efficacy 
and safety of current PD therapies, the diagnostic 
methods for PD require further research to enhance 
efficacy and accuracy. Traditional clinical diagnoses 
primarily entail detecting hallmark motor symptoms 
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in patients. However, because severe neurological 
harm can occur prior to the onset of these motor 
symptoms, novel methods for earlier diagnosis 
will allow for quicker treatment and proactive 
means to safeguard brain function and slow PD 
progression. To accomplish this, the discovery 
of consistent biomarkers will help anticipate the 
onset of PD pathology, and because constipation 
is one of the most frequently reported NMS in PD 
patients, bowel dysfunction and other GI issues are 
especially promising PD biomarkers (Nair et al., 
2018). Similarly, recent evidence proposes the use 
of GI tract biopsies as early biomarkers of PD, a 
potentially favorable method of sensing α-synuclein 
pathology before it occurs in the CNS. The 
Scheperjans study, moreover, further emphasizes 
the urgent need to use microbiota analysis in the 
development of PD biomarkers. Results from 
the study highlight that high fecal expression of 
Prevotellaceae stands as a possible biomarker to 
exclude PD diagnosis. Overall, this area of research 
has significant promise for the future of PD 
treatment, as gut dysfunction occurs prior to the 
manifestation of motor symptoms and thus could 
help diagnose PD earlier (Scheperjans et al., 2015). 

Recent advances in genomic analysis have allowed 
researchers to more thoroughly study fecal and 
intestinal bacterial compositions in PD patients. 
In investigating microbiota profiles, researchers 
have detected several consequences of microbiota 
fluctuations in PD patients, including the activation 
of harmful inflammatory pathways. Based on these 
findings, much of PD research now proposes the gut 
as the site of initial PD pathology and emphasizes 
the association of gut microbiota dysfunction to a 
cycle of increased intestinal permeability, GI and 
neural inflammation and, finally, neurodegeneration 
(Erro et al., 2018). 

Such proposed mechanisms of neurodegeneration 
in PD as a consequence of events originating in the 
gut are consistent with evidence highlighting the 
high prevalence of GI-related NMS in PD. Most 
PD patients display GI dysfunction, characterized 
by constipation, high levels of enteric α-synuclein, 
and inflammation associated with increased 
permeability, and these NMS occur prior to motor 
symptoms by up to 20 years (Nair et al., 2018). The 
microbiota-gut-brain axis is especially pertinent 
to understanding PD pathology, as it may offer 
the necessary path linking the spread of initial PD 
pathology in the gut to regions of the brain such as 
the substantia nigra. The current research shedding 
light on the role of gut health in PD pathology has 
promising implications in the search for clinical 
biomarkers such as GI symptoms for earlier 
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I knew something wasn’t right.

Nancy Crawford told her husband, Frank 
Crawford, to see a doctor because of her concerns 
about his health. As a Vietnam veteran, Frank 
was exposed to agent orange, precipitating health 
issues at the age of 42. An X-ray screening at 
Dekalb Medical revealed an issue in one of Frank’s 
lungs, and he was subsequently diagnosed with 
lung cancer. Unfortunately, while removing the 
tumor, the surgeon stopped the operation as he 
found that the cancer had actually reached both 
lungs. Dekalb Medical employed an aggressive 
chemotherapy treatment and radiation (to shrink 
the tumors) followed by the removal of a lobe from 
each lung. Thankfully, he was declared cancer-free 
within a year of his diagnosis, which was largely 
credited to early detection through screening. For 
each success story, however, there are just as many 
failures stemming from missing cancer in earlier 
stages. Thus, the recent development of blood-based 
detection techniques—for early cancer detection 
and precision oncology—has tremendous potential 

screening can be used with proper understanding 
of its advantages and disadvantages, the potential 
to save lives—especially with newer screening 
techniques—heightens the urgency to develop better 
treatment plans.

Currently, tissue biopsies remain the standard 
diagnostic procedure for many cancer types. 
According to a 2017 report by the National Cancer 
Institute, however, there are pervasive complications 
with tissue biopsies that stem from their “invasive, 
risky, costly, and painful” nature. Furthermore, 
because of their static nature and the potential to 
miss mutations as tumors evolve, tissue biopsies 
are not considered an accurate, reliable detection 
method. The adoption of liquid biopsies (a range of 
tests examining blood, saliva, cerebral spinal fluid, 
etc.) for cancer detection has become increasingly 
important. 

A new blood-based liquid biopsy focuses on 
evaluating circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), which 
is released in exosomes or when cancer cells die. 

to help diagnose and guide treatment decisions for 
patients like Frank but raises questions of whether 
increased cancer detection is truly a silver bullet.

Cancer screening holds significant value in 
oncology. The frontier for cancer screening is in 

finding a more specific and sensitive targeting 
mechanism to detect cancer earlier, so it can be 
treated and its spread prevented. Enthusiasm for 
cancer screening is high, as 87 percent of American 
adults consider cancer screening almost always 
beneficial and 74 percent of American adults believe 
finding cancer early saves lives most or all the time 
(Schwartz, Woloshin, Fowler, & Welch, 2004). 
Support for cancer screening can be seen globally: 
in Great Britain, for example, cancer screening is 
seen as overwhelmingly positive with nearly 90 
percent believing that “screening is almost always a 
good idea” (Waller, Osborne, & Wardle, 2015). Both 
studies (Schwartz et al. and Waller et al.) warn that 
widespread enthusiasm for cancer screening may 
obscure the reality that cancer screening also carries 
a number of disadvantages. However, if cancer 

Enthusiasm for cancer screening is high, 
as ... 74 percent of American adults 
believe finding cancer early saves lives 
most or all the time (Schwartz, Woloshin, 
Fowler, & Welch, 2004).

Many publications and figures showcase detecting 
cancer earlier seems to result in longer survival, but 

lead time bias potentially affects statistics relating to 
diagnosis and screening (National Cancer Institute, 

2013).
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This altered screening tactic shows promise in 
providing a more detailed, specific picture of tumor 
progression (Yong, 2014). Another cancer detection 
technique, a protein biomarker-based liquid biopsy, 
suffers from limitations because of overdiagnosis 

and a high rate of false positives (Casillas et al., 
2014). Protein biomarkers - depending on the 
protein - can stay in the blood for weeks while 
ctDNA has a half-life of fewer than two hours, so 
liquid biopsies should give a clearer view of a tumor 
in its current form, rather than in its past (Yong, 
2014).

A breakthrough blood test utilizing ctDNA has 
come to the forefront of cancer screening in recent 
weeks, with headlines highlighting the ability of the 
test to detect eight different types of cancer. The 
biopsy examines the levels of eight proteins and 
indicates the presence of mutations in sixteen genes 
(Ledford, 2018). Functionally, it yielded a positive 
result “about 70% of the time across eight different 
common cancer types in more than 1000 patients 
whose tumors had not yet spread” (Kaiser, 2018). 
The data show that ctDNA-based detection methods 

have a promising future in cancer screening.
However, even though there is significant hope 

for liquid biopsy, researchers acknowledge that work 
must be done to address certain limitations in order 
to move the technology into the clinic. As a response 
to the prevalent concern of false positives, “Hopkins 

Tissue biopsies have significant downsides but 
continue to be the gold standard in diagnosing cancer 
because of their widespread adoption (VENTUS, n.d.).

and Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania have 
started a study of [liquid biopsy] in 10,000 Geisinger 
patients who will be tracked for at least five years” 
(Marchione 2018). Current studies have evaluated 
the success rate of liquid biopsies in patients that 
have already been diagnosed with cancer, but it 
is expected that the false alarm rate may increase 
in the general population. Additionally, further 
research is necessary in order to optimize the test 
to determine the threshold of circulating molecules 
sufficient to detect alterations in tumor progression 
(Di Meo et al., 2017).

Despite the widespread enthusiasm for 
cancer screenings and new liquid biopsies, it is 
important to take a step back and acknowledge 
the concomitant drawbacks, specifically the 
potential for misinterpretation of screening results. 
Primarily, screening with liquid biopsies has the 
potential to suffer from lead time bias, which 
gives the perception of longer survival of cancer 
detected in patients through screening compared 
to clinically diagnosed cases. Lead time bias, also 
known as zero time shift, occurs as screening 
places diagnosis forward in time and the cancer is 
detected earlier. Earlier diagnosis, however, does not 
necessarily promise better survival rates; “screening 
may therefore seem effective (even if ineffective) 
if survival from time of diagnosis is used as the 
outcome to compare screen detected cases with 
clinically diagnosed cases” (Barratt et al., 2002). If 
evaluating the success of cancer screening comes 
down to statistical manipulation, cancer screening 
may not actually be beneficial. Thus, in evaluating 
liquid biopsies, enthusiasm should not influence 
interpretation of data. 

Furthermore, for liquid biopsies to be clinically 
useful, there should be evidence of patient outcome 
improvement. In a preliminary use of liquid 
biopsies to change the treatment plan of metastatic 
breast cancer patients, detecting an increase in 
circulating tumor cells resulted in a switch from 
first-line chemotherapy to second- and third-line 
treatments (escalating treatment in an effort to 
match the progression of the cancer); however, this 
did not improve overall survival of patients (Pan 
et al., 2017). Cancer screening must also account 
for unintended consequences. For example, if a 
cancer progresses slowly (the patient would die of 
something else first) or could potentially be resolved 
naturally, treatments would instead harm the patient 
(Chodosh, 2018). A startling example of this comes 
from an analysis of mammography that concludes 
that  while mammograms find cancer in about 
138,000 women in the U.S. each year, as many as 
120,000 to 134,000 cases would not be resolved by 

A blood-based “liquid biopsy” detects circulating 
tumor DNA (ctDNA) from tumors secreting fragments 

of DNA in order to find changes in ctDNA that allow 
for more targeted prognosis (Lovly et al., 2016).
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treatment since the cancers are lethal (late stage) or 
slow-growing (Kolata, 2011). With all the potential 
for cancer screening and the incorporation of liquid 
biopsy information in the near future, it is important 
to acknowledge the misconceptions surrounding 
cancer diagnosed by certain screening methods and 
the harms of unnecessarily aggressive treatment 
plans

The potential of liquid biopsies truly 

demonstrates the necessity of further research 
into precision oncology. With significant benefits 
over current cancer screening techniques, liquid 
biopsies appear to be a tremendous breakthrough. 
Nevertheless, enthusiasm must be tempered by 
pragmatism and caution as cancer screening can cut 
both ways.

Lead time is defined as “the length of time between 
when a cancer can be detected by screening and 
when it would have become clinically apparent 

without screening.” Specific types of cancers can be 
treated upon clinical presentation making screening 

sometimes unbeneficial (Heitzer et al., 2017).
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in the word bash, which has a different meaning 
than the original word. Consciousness of the 
phoneme has often been studied and is a critical 
determinant for reading ability.

Within today’s society, reading difficulty 
or disability is often attributed to dyslexia. 
Developmental dyslexia is a neurocognitive disorder 
that is diagnosed based on an individual’s, typically 
a child’s, expected reading skills (Brunswick et al., 
1999). Individuals with developmental dyslexia are 
characterized by selective impairment in reading 
skill acquisition despite having conventional 
instruction, adequate intelligence, and sociocultural 
opportunity (Gabay et al., 2015). Developmental 

reading.
Difficulty with reading has commonly been 

attributed to a failure of explicit identification of the 
basic phonemic units within speech (Perin, 1983). 
A phoneme refers to the smallest unit of sound 
in speech, resulting in perceptually distinct units 
of sound within a specified language (Liberman, 
1957). For example, the word dash contains three 
phonemes: “d,” “a,” and “sh.” Phonemes often allow 
one word to be distinguishable from another 
(Liberman, 1957). For example, replacing the 
phoneme “d” in dash with the phoneme “b” results 

et al., 2015). The brain combines auditory and 
visual sensory information, which are essential for 
conscious experience just as they are necessary for 

Fundamental language skills are often 
culturally dependent and learned early in life. 

Prevalent in today’s information-driven society, 
reading is considered an integral component of 
communication. Reading, however, is frequently 
thought of as a phenomenon that utilizes only the 
visual sensory modality. Counter-intuitively, it 
reaches far beyond sole visual input. As a cultural 
and biological phenomenon, reading integrates 
auditory and visual associations, combining 
phonology with orthography (Gabay et al., 2015). 
Phonology recognizes patterns of sounds within 
a language, whereas orthography involves the 
visual mapping of their arbitrary forms (Gabay 

Reading involves the mapping of a combination of 
phonology and orthography.

Within today’s society, reading difficulty 
or disability is often attributed to dyslexia.

As a cultural and biological phenomenon, 
reading integrates auditory and visual 
associations, combining phonology with 
orthography
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dyslexics generally have reading abilities that are 
lower than expected in comparison to their age-
related intelligence levels or IQ scores. Children with 
developmental dyslexia have low-level visual and 
auditory deficits (Gibson et al., 2006). A critically 
acclaimed theory of visual deficits in dyslexia 
stems from the magnocellular (magno) deficit 
hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests that individuals 
with dyslexia have specific low-level deficits in the 
visual pathway, which originates in the retina and 
projects to the visual cortex via the magno layers 
of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Gibson 
et al., 2006). Typically, the magnocellular and 
parvocellular layers of the LGN play a vital role in 
visual perception. The parvocellular layers process 
visual information about an object’s color, shape, or 
size. The magnocellular visual stream, consisting 
of larger cells, processes information about the 
location and awareness of objects, such as detection 
of an object’s movement, distance, or speed 
(Vidyasagar and Pammer, 1999). Since the magno 
pathway is crucial for focusing attention serially on 
objects within one’s visual field, individuals with 
developmental dyslexia are associated with magno 
pathway deficits (Vidyasagar and Pammer, 1999). 
Psychophysical evidence for this magno deficit 
is corroborated by anatomical and physiological 
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The unfavorable consequences of dyslexia can affect a 
variety of life skills and goals (Learning Ally, 2018).

Schematic of neuronal connection of the visual 
pathway between the eyes and the lateral geniculate 

nucleus (LGN) in the brain depicting the magnocellular 
and parvocellular layers (Meissirel, Wikler, Chalupa, & 

Rakic, 1997).

Understanding the causes behind the 
resulting disparities in perceived and 
measured reading abilities is pivotal for 
yielding insights for potential therapies to 
treat reading disabilities, such as dyslexia.

evidence of reduced cell size in the magno layers but 
not in the parvocellular layers of the LGN within the 
brains of dyslexic individuals (Gibson et al., 2006). 
In an attempt to explain the pathophysiology of 

dyslexia, the magno deficit hypothesis proposes that 
selective attention, derived from magno processing, 
provides a neural mechanism that underlies reading 
(Vidyasagar and Pammer, 1999).

A more commonly accepted hypothesis for the 
resulting deficits in dyslexia, however, supports the 
theory originating with difficulties in phonological 
processing. Phonetic, commonly known as auditory, 
encoding generally correlates positively with reading 
ability. Many standardized tests used to diagnose 
developmental dyslexia examine phonological 
skills (Gabay et al., 2015).  Phonological awareness, 
which tests the knowledge of the sound structures 
of words, and phonological processing, which 
assesses how an individual uses and manipulates 
this knowledge, are two examination criteria utilized 
to evaluate phonological impairment. Traditional 
dyslexia diagnostic standards include individual 
reading levels more than two standard deviations 
below expected age-related reading ability combined 
with normal intelligence levels (Gabay et al., 2015). 

Because of discrepancies between reading and 
intelligence levels, disabilities such as dyslexia 
often result in disparities between self-perceived 
reading ability and measured reading ability. A 
subsequent question that arises, though rarely 
considered, comprises these two seemingly 

different proponents that encompass one’s ability 
to read: is an individual’s perceived reading ability 
correlated with his or her measured reading 
ability? Previous literature and scientific research 
hypothesize a positive correlation between perceived 
and measured reading abilities in typical adults. 
Because auditory and visual presentations interact 

to influence reading ability and skill, it is plausible 
for individuals who are aware of their sensory 
capabilities to subconsciously assume or associate 
these competencies with their perceived reading 
ability. 

Understanding the causes behind the resulting 
disparities in perceived and measured reading 
abilities is pivotal for yielding insights for potential 
therapies to treat reading disabilities, such as 
dyslexia. Developmental dyslexia often results in 
life-long consequences, despite interventions that 

boost reading skills (Gabay et al., 2015). These 
interventions often happen in adulthood, and the 
consequences that persist among dyslexics include 
reduced vocabulary, decreased motivation to read, 
and decreased background knowledge (Gabay et 
al., 2015 & Gibson et al., 2006). It is imperative to 
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know whether individuals actually read at the levels 
at which they perceive themselves to be reading; 
this information can be indicative of dyslexia, a 
disability with drastic reading difficulty yet normal 
intelligence levels, and has the potential to be 
beneficial for educational purposes by preventing 
dyslexia’s unfavorable life-long symptoms and 
testing the efficacy of interventions at a young age. 
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autotransplantations in a dog and successfully 
induced a pregnancy (Eraslan, Hamernik, & 
Hardy, 1966). Diaz-Garcia built on this work by 
conducting an allogenic transplant, which involved 
transplanting the uterus of one rat into another. The 
successful animal surgeries and healthy offspring 
led doctors to employ the transplant procedure with 
human patients (2010). In October 2014, doctors 
delivered the first human baby born to a uterus 
transplant recipient. 

The process that the recipients must undergo, 
from embryo collection to hysterectomy, typically 
lasts 2-3 years. They first receive a fertility treatment 
consisting of daily injections of gonadotropin 
to increase egg production. Once the eggs have 
matured, they are collected and cultured with an 
augmented sperm sample. The eggs that become 
fertilized are kept in an incubator until they can be 
frozen in liquid nitrogen for later use in assisted 
conception after transplantation. In order to 
continue with the process, at least 10 viable embryos 
must be collected.

Recipients then wait for a donor uterus that 
is appropriately compatible with their bodies, to 
reduce the risk of rejection. Once one becomes 
available, the doctors will proceed with the surgery. 
In the surgery, doctors will place the patient under 
general anesthesia. A midline incision is made from 
the belly button up to the pelvic bone to provide 
access to the pelvis, blood vessels, and vaginal vault. 

transplantation dates back to the late 1800s.
In 1896, Knauer documented an ovarian 

autotransplantation—transplanting an organ or 
tissue from one part of the body to another within 
the same organism—in a rabbit: a study that lead 
to numerous investigations conducted throughout 
the following century. In the 1960s, two notable 
researchers, Hamernik and Hardy, performed womb 

In November 2017, doctors at Baylor University 
Medical Center delivered the first baby born 

via uterus transplant in America. The mother 
underwent the operation because she was born 
without a uterus, caused by a condition known as 
absolute uterine factor infertility (UFI) (Hafner, 
2017). This condition affects 1 in 500 women and 
ranges in symptoms from having an unhealthy 
uterus to completely lacking the organ. It commonly 
results in infertility or obstetric complications 

The uterus transplant surgery, however, 
offers an avenue for women with UFI, or 
any other condition that causes infertility, 
to carry and give birth to a baby.

Stages of surgical transplant procedure (“Stages of 
Womb Transplantation”, 2015).

First baby to be born via uterus transplant (Marchione, 
2017).
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Treatment for Uterine Factor Infertility
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(“Uterine Factor,” n.d.). The uterus transplant 
surgery, however, offers an avenue for women with 
UFI, or any other condition that causes infertility, 
to carry and give birth to a baby.  Although this 
procedure is in its early stages in America, womb 
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weeks. 
If a family decides to have another child, then the 

recipient can undergo another In Vitro Fertilization 
(IVF) treatment, continue immunosuppressive 
medications, and deliver via Cesarean section. Once 
a recipient decides that her family is complete, about 
6 months after she has given birth she will undergo 
a hysterectomy to remove the donor womb (Smith, 
Saso, & Jones, n.d). 

Since this process is relatively new and could have 
various unpredictable complications, it is difficult to 
predict the likely success rates. Data from a Swedish 
uterus transplantation team, though, shows a 78% 
success rate with seven successful transplants out of 
their nine patients (Johannesson, 2016). 

Aside from the potential risks and time 
commitment of this procedure, there are also many 
ethical issues raised by the community. In order 
to address them, McGill University developed the 
“Montreal Criteria for the Ethical Feasibility of 
Uterine Transplantation.” The guidelines for the 
recipient, donor, and healthcare team are stated as 
follows: 

1. The recipient is a genetic female, has 
obstetric complications that cannot be 
ameliorated via other therapies, can undergo a 
transplantation, and has personal or legal reasons 
that prevent her from utilizing other options 
(surrogacy, adoption, etc.). She must want a child, 
be suitable for motherhood, be psychologically 
healthy, be likely to follow treatment plan and 
instructions, and understand the risks of the 
procedure.

2. The donor is a female (within a healthy 
reproductive age), is able to undergo the 
procedure, and has given her consent to donate 
her uterus. She must be of able mind and should 
not be coerced or bribed in any way.

3. The healthcare team must receive informed 
consent from the donor and recipient, must not 
have any conflict of interests, and must protect 
the anonymity of both parties, unless it is waived 
(Lefkowitz, Edwards, & Balayla, 2012).

There are many young women who have medical 
conditions that prevent them from becoming 

Once the blood vessels are prepared and the vaginal 
vault is separated from nearby organs, the donor 
uterus is implanted into the pelvis. It is finally joined 
with the existing blood supply in the pelvis and 
attached to the nearby ligaments and connective 
tissue for better support. 

After the procedure, recipients take 
immunosuppressive medications and have frequent 
clinic appointments to reduce their chances of 
rejection. The physicians will gradually reduce 
the number of medications and the dosages to the 
lowest possible quantities. The treatment will need 
to continue (including throughout the pregnancy 

...about 6 months after she has given 
birth she will undergo a hysterectomy to 
remove the donor womb

...an embryo will be transplanted into the 
donor uterus through the cervix.

Surgical implantation of embryo into transplanted 
uterus (“Embryo implantation in the maternal uterus is 
enabling better knowledge by new technology,” 2015).

term) until the donor uterus is removed.The 
treatment is safe to use and has not been shown 
to cause any major structural or developmental 
abnormalities in the growing embryo.

One year after the uterine transplantation, 
doctors will begin attempting assisted conception. 
The previously stored eggs will be thawed and 
an embryo will be transplanted into the donor 
uterus through the cervix. Only a single embryo 
is transplanted to avoid the complications and 
risks of multiple pregnancy. Since there are 

multiple embryos prepared, the procedure can be 
repeated until successful conception. Following 
a complication-free pregnancy, the baby will be 
delivered via Caesarean section after about 36 
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pregnant. They could use a surrogate or adopt, but 
many want the experience of carrying their own 
child. Studies also show that the mother’s bond with 
the baby begins during pregnancy. The mother’s 
attachment to the fetus not only is an indication of 
the extent to which she’ll bond with the newborn 
baby but also will have a great impact on the child’s 
future growth, development, and socialization 
(“Bonding With Your Baby During Pregnancy”, 
2018). In addition, while in the womb the fetus 
learns to recognize its mother’s voice, and after birth 
the baby shows more physiological signs of comfort 
(e.g.,. more regular heart rate) when he or she hears 
the mom (Sorgen, n.d.). Therefore, despite it being 
a relatively new procedure, womb transplantation 
is still currently a notable option for providing 
considerable benefits to women with UFI and to 
their children.
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As the baby boomer generation continues to 
climb in age, attention to the field of hospice 

care has risen significantly in recent years. 
Moreover, empirical literature has identified it as an 
essential medical service to mitigate suffering for 
the seriously ill, a force to reduce economic costs 
for society, and a potential enhancer of community 
health. Despite its plentiful advantages and need, 
hospice care continues to be an underutilized 
resource. Indeed, less than a quarter of Americans 
who die enroll as hospice care patients, and more 
than half of those patients spend less than a month 
receiving care (Finestone & Inderwies, 2008). 
Consequently, the current healthcare system must 
make an effort to incorporate more patients in 
the hospice system and to expand the existing 
infrastructure to accommodate these patients; any 
national movement promoting end-of-life care, 
however, faces multiple barriers. Systemic barriers to 
improvements in this specialized field of medicine 
are diverse in nature, ranging from cultural attitudes 
towards hospice treatment to insurance coverage 
shortages to specialist deficits. Understanding the 
way obstacles to hospice care manifest will be vital 
to magnifying its beneficial impact. Before society 
can truly benefit from the advantages of hospice 
care, we must first examine the impediments to its 
development and target these obstacles in order to 
inform the public opinion of its value.

Before delving into hospice care’s impediments, a 

thorough understanding of what hospice specialists 
do and do not do is vital. The National Hospice and 
Palliative Care Organization indicates that hospice 
care “focuses on caring, not curing” with “the belief 
that [everyone] has the right to die pain-free and 
with dignity” (2017). In this sense, hospice care 
differs from palliative care which “is focused on 
providing relief from the symptoms and stress of 
a serious illness…and can be provided along with 
curative treatment” (Center to Advance Palliative 
Care). While hospice care and palliative care are 
intertwined, they differ in their ultimate goals.

One of the largest obstacles to delivering equitable 
hospice care is in cultural and racial disparities 
in attitudes towards end-of-life care. Statistically 
speaking, Caucasian households are significantly 
more likely to approve do not resuscitate (DNR) 
orders than other racial groups. Data from Medicare 
enrollees finds that white patients were 11.8% 
more likely to use hospice than African American 
patients, 8.8% more likely than Hispanic patients, 
17.7% more likely than Asian patients, and 15.2% 
more likely than Native North Americans. The cause 
of the racial disparities in hospice care usage and 
DNR acceptance is complex and multifaceted, but 
attempts to identify the root of these disparities have 
recognized that hospice care often carries negative 
cultural stigmas, religious conflicts, or perceived 
losses of autonomy—factors that commonly deter 
patients from accepting hospice care (Finestone & 
Inderwies, 2008). In addition to its poor perception 
among minority populations, the quality of care 
that these patients receive is also documented to be 
lower: medical decisions frequently neglect patient 
preferences and patients are less likely to have 
access to medications often prescribed for pain and 
symptom management in serious illness (Johnson, 
2013). Consequently, for minority patients, the 
desire and perceived necessity of hospice care 
is more likely to be outweighed by the financial 
and time costs associated with accepting care, 
especially since many minorities already harbor 
mistrust against the American healthcare system 
(Finestone & Inderwies, 2008). Understanding 
the racial context in which patients accept or deny 
hospice care is crucial for healthcare providers 
because they cannot ensure the safety and comfort 

Proportion of Patients by Days of Care in 2015 (National 
Hospice and Palliative Care Organization, 2016) 
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of their patients, as mandated by their oath, if their 
patients are averse to accepting beneficial treatment 
strategies. In the broader context of healthcare, 
combatting distrust of healthcare professionals on 
a new front will advance trust-building in other 

domains of healthcare. 
Racial and cultural disparities are not the 

only barrier to hospice care access; economic 
inequalities, especially in housing, also exacerbate 
health inequalities. Despite aggravated health risks 
associated with homelessness, indigent communities 
have less access to hospice care because of logistical 
barriers. As Dr. Davis-Berman notes: “being 
homeless also causes logistical problems for end-
of-life care providers, such as the inability to locate 
patients, or lack of reliable power supplies for 
equipment or refrigeration for medication” (2016). 
Moreover, Dr. Davis-Berman further notes that 
surveys conducted in low income communities 
recognized cost as another deterrent to accepting 
hospice care, and, unfortunately, public insurance 
may still prevent more widespread adoption of 
hospice care. Medicare rules state that patients 

Hospice care is a subsection of palliative care as a 
whole (Home Health and Hospice Care).

who want their insurance to cover hospice costs 
must be willing to forgo any disease-directed 
treatments (2017). For patients and families who 
wish to continue receiving any and all potential 
life-prolonging therapies, giving up on disease-
directed treatments may seem like giving up on life 
itself. Thus, even if the economic opportunity cost 
does not dissuade enrollment into end-of-life care 
programs, the moral and value-based opportunity 
cost may be too hefty for patients and their families. 

Causes of limited hospice care enrollment are not 
limited to patient and economic domains. A major 
contributor to low enrollment is a lack of medical 
emphasis on hospice care. A strong indicator of 
weak healthcare priority is in the shortage of hospice 
and palliative medicine (HPM) physicians; Lydia 
Zuraw writes that for every 20,000 chronically ill 
adults, there is only one HPM specialist (2013). This 
large deficit can drive up costs and strain existing 
physicians, preventing quality care for enrolled 
patients and limiting the total number of patients 
who can be treated at all. A novel solution would 
be to increase end-of-life care training for other 
specialists that deal with serious illnesses, such as 
oncologists or cardiologists. Doing so would not 
only reduce the strain on the scarce specialized 
doctors, but also reduce the number of physicians 
who avoid referring patients to hospice specialists 
because they see hospice admittance as failure 
(Scientific American, 2015). By increasing access 
to specialized care, whether it be from specialized 
physicians or any physician with medical training 
for end-of-life care, patients who are seriously ill 
will benefit from lower costs, equitable access, and 
individualized attention. 

As the baby boomer generation continues 
retiring, the number of Americans seeking end-
of-life treatment will continue to increase and 
ensuring access to equitable care will be a vital 
issue for American healthcare. Indeed, the hospice 
system in healthcare will permeate every imaginable 
domain of life: baby boomers will compose a large 
voting bloc, hospice care will either become a 
new market or strain the economy as more people 
attempt to enroll, the moral cost of unnecessary 
suffering will escalate, and so on. Consequently, it is 
imperative that hospice care becomes a cornerstone 
of healthcare education and strategy; thus, more 
resources need to be directed at combating 
institutional problems in hospice care. The most 
feasible place to start is at medical institutions, 
where all practitioners can be trained in general 
end-of-life care and taught about its importance. 
By doing so, hospice care can finally be resuscitated 
into a major dimension of American healthcare. 

The number of total hospice care providers has 
increased, but the largest increase has occurred with 

for profit providers (AmerisourceBergen, 2014). 
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Americans. At first, opioid misuse and addiction 
disproportionately affected minority populations 
living in urban environments (Florence et al., 2016). 
Within the recent decade, however, the epidemic 
has expanded into suburban and rural areas 
involving largely young Caucasian populations. 
(Unich et al., 2013) . The method of consumption 
has also changed; rather than buying and misusing 
prescribed opioids, many have turned to heroin 
instead, as the drug tends to be cheaper, easier to 
find, and more potent (Carlson et al., 2016).

Opioids can activate a variety of opioid receptors 
around the body (e.g. mu, kappa, delta), each with 
varying physiologic effects. Mu opioid receptors 
specifically are responsible for not only pain control, 
but for positive feedback in our neurobehavioral 
reward system.  Activation of Mu receptors releases 
the neurotransmitter dopamine, prompting the 
feelings of pleasure we feel during our daily lives 
and activities (evolutionarily adapted to encourage 
activities of survival, nutrition, wellbeing, and 
procreation).  This delicate neurobehavioral reward 
circuit can be triggered to release the same rush of 
pleasure when taking opiates. Ideally, when used in 
limited dosage under supervision for the intended 
purpose of easing acute pain, a patient should have 
minimal risk of developing an opioid use disorder, 
or signs/symptoms of addiction.  Though different 
people have different risk profiles/backgrounds that 

opioid epidemic.
The term opioid describes both naturally 

occurring opiates from the opium poppy such as 
morphine and codeine, and other derivatives or 
synthetics such as heroin, dilaudid, fentanyl and 
methadone.  Given opioid’s known therapeutic 
value in treating acute pain, the medical community 
historically used it as such—in limited fashion. 
However, in the 1990s, pharmaceutical companies 
funded studies that concluded that more liberal use 
of opioids would greatly benefit patients and that 
opioid addiction was of minimal concern.  What 
followed was a systematic campaign targeting both 
doctors and patients touting the benefits of opioids. 
Despite this clear conflict of interest, many of these 
studies and advertisements were published in 
prominent medical journals (Vowles et al., 2015). 
This resulted in a substantial increase in the number 
of prescriptions written by American medical 
professionals, with the misuse of opioids developing 
into a widespread issue (Rudd et al., 2016). By the 
time there was enough evidence to contradict the 
assumption that opioids were non-addictive, the 
epidemic had already grown substantially.

The opioid crisis has spread beyond an issue of 
the healthcare system and now holds consequences 
for the socioeconomic status of modern 

Opioids have been prescribed with increasing 
frequency since the 1990s, which has 

contributed to an epidemic of opioid misuse, 
addiction, and related deaths. This epidemic has 
galvanized an ongoing public health initiative 
involving billions of dollars in prevention, 
treatment, and public outreach. These efforts have 
escalated only recently, including the institution of 
recovery services, experimentation with legalizing 
alternative medications, new technology to push 
the addicted towards sobriety, and increased overall 
awareness surrounding the extent and severity of the 

By the time there was enough evidence 
to contradict the assumption that opioids 
were non-addictive, the epidemic had 
already grown substantially.

The trends of opioid sales, deaths, and treatments has 
steadily increased since 1999 (Lopez & Frostensen, 

2017).

The Opioid Epidemic
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opioid increases. At this point, the brain no longer 
functions normally without opioids present.

Opioid addiction is associated with a complicated 
neurophysiologic withdrawal process, as the 
addiction developed from the drug relies on a 
significant threshold of dependence and subsequent 
alterations within the brain (Vowles et al., 2015). 
Repeated exposure to high dosage levels alters 
brain function throughout multiple systems, and 
rehabilitating people with addiction requires both 

may increase their susceptibility to these issues.  
When prescribed or used improperly, either by 
taking too large of a dosage or taking a dosage even 
when there is no acute pain present, the opioids 
begin to stimulate the brain’s mesolimbic reward 
system, which regulates the release of dopamine; 
this disruption of the system’s homeostasis is key in 
the development of neurobiological, psychological, 
and behavioral manifestations of opioid addiction. 
The desire to use opioids over time generally 
increases following the pleasure given when the 
reward system is activated. Over time, the system 
becomes more expectant of opioids as fuel, and 
with it the person’s expectation and need of 

The desire to use opioids over time 
generally increases following the 
pleasure given when the reward system is 
activated.

The mechanism of how opioids affect the brain and 
body on a biological scale. It targets the reward areas 

of our brain via dopamine (Wong, 2014). 

Since 2011, there has been a large increase in heroin 
related deaths. Now, there are more drug overdoses 
due to heroin than there are prescribed opioids (Lopez 

& Frostensen, 2017). 

pharmacological and psychological treatment. 
Pharmaceutical drugs used to treat long-term 

opioid addictions attach to the same Mu receptors 
targeted by opioids. However, the neurophysiologic 
effect can be more closely titrated, in an attempt 
to mitigate highs and lows, and resulting cravings 
and life-disruption.  (Rudd et al., 2016). The 
majority are used to reduce instances of relapse 
and facilitate cooperation from the user so they can 
focus on improving their behavioral and physical 
health during rehabilitation. Without psychosocial 
treatment, the complex pathophysiology of opioid 
use disorder makes the disease almost impossible 
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to tackle. Effective programs to rehabilitate people 
suffering from opioid use disorder must include a 
holistic implementation of pharmacological and 
behavioral therapies.  Hopefully, as more attention 
and resources are placed on the opioid epidemic, 
the United States will bolster efforts to involve a 
combination of therapeutic disciplines.
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How Nanotechnology is Poised to Make 
(Little) Big Waves in 2018

Sixty years ago, Richard Feynman lectured on the 
potential of nanotechnology, daring the world to 

bring forth the day when humans could manipulate 
the atomic orbitals, treat diseases with microscopic 
machines, and store entire libraries on chips smaller 
than sugar cubes. Nanotechnology has since edged 
ever closer to the physicist’s dream, manifesting 
in cancer therapy particles, diagnostic imaging 
agents, and drug delivery vehicles. This past year 
saw dozens of interventions entering the intersect 
between nanotechnology and medicine, with 
exponentially growing literature and clinical trials. 
Now more than ever before, we find ourselves at the 
exciting forefront of a new frontier—the practical 
adaptation of molecules out of range of the strongest 
light microscope. With nanotechnology’s growing 
prevalence, one can’t help but to ask, “What’s next?” 
We attempt to answer this question by examining 
nanomedicine’s history, reasons biomedical 
scientists have invested so much in the technology, 
and some of its most promising applications that 
may soon arrive in the clinic. 

The concept of nanotechnology is nothing new. 
What distinguishes current study at the nanoscale, 
however, is our growing capability to assemble, 
manipulate, and visualize nanoparticles (Tibbals, 
2017). Many emerging techniques, derived largely 
from growing computer power, have fueled our 
breakthrough into this new frontier. Confocal 
microscopy, for example, has improved immensely 
as an imaging tool in recent years. Confocal 
microscopy works by shining highly focused 
beams of light at small portions of a sample, then 
using software to reconstruct a 3D image of the 
specimen. With more efficient computing power, 
this technique has provided a powerful means to 
image noninvasively and to section living specimens 
optically, forming a solid backbone for quantifying 
nanoparticles’ uptake into cells. Another example 
includes the proliferation of electron microscopy. 
Frens’ 1973 refinement of the synthesis of gold 
nanoparticles, a prominent and highly influential 
publication, demonstrates this technique in action; 
Frens and company harnessed electron micrographs 
to assess their synthesis yields in terms of the 
average size, distribution, radii of his nanoparticles. 
(Frens, 1973). Likewise, developing new therapeutic 

nanovectors frequently involves electron microscopy 
and HPLC to analyze key parameters such as 
particle diameter and drug entrapment efficiency 
(Saadat et. al., 2014; Patil & Jadhav, 2014). Such 
techniques afford us a tremendous amount of 
control and accuracy in designing structures even 
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Confocal microscopy, patented in 1957, has played a 
major role in imaging at the nanoscale, such as this 
visualization of beta-tubulin (Pawel Jasnos, 2005).

at the nanoscale, and have played a major role in 
nanotechnology’s emergence as a powerful platform 
for improving drug delivery.

Indeed, one of the clearest advantages of 
nanomedicine is in cancer therapy, because of 
its potential for highly specific, targeted delivery. 
This potential lives on the back of the so-called 
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, 
the phenomenon in which nano-encapsulated 
chemotherapeutics preferentially aggregate in 
tumors. Chemotherapy works by sending as many 
toxins into malignant sites as possible before they 
poison the rest of the body. Thus, vectors that 

Two of the most successful FDA-approved 
treatments in cancer nanomedicine, 
Doxil and Abraxane, utilized exactly this 
concept—encapsulating previously used 
chemotherapeutics with liposomes and 
albumin to reduce their toxicity (Shi et. al, 
2016).
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as well. Scientists have even combined both imaging 
agent and therapeutic into one nanoparticle in some 
applications, kickstarting the growth of the exciting 
new field of theranostics, the usage of conjugated 
imaging and therapeutic agents to evaluate 
drug efficacy in the body. (Kelkar & Reineke, 
2011). Other approaches attempt to enhance 
nanomedicine’s ability to respond selectively to the 
tumor. One such example involves active targeting, 
where an antibody or other antigen-specific ligand 
is bound to the nanoparticle, allowing it to seek 
and destroy cancerous tumor cells. One of the 
most interesting developments in the last five years 
involves stimulus-sensitive nanoparticles, which 

would enable us to deliver more chemotherapeutic 
agents to malignant areas, with fewer unintended 
side effects, would dramatically improve our 
ability to fight cancerous diseases. In fact, two of 
the most successful FDA-approved treatments in 
cancer nanomedicine, Doxil and Abraxane, utilized 
exactly this concept—encapsulating previously used 
chemotherapeutics with liposomes and albumin 
to reduce their toxicity. (Shi et. al, 2016). The EPR 
effect has driven tremendous excitement for early 
nanomedicine; however, it has also generated 
significant controversy in recent years.

Though EPR has proven a powerful tool in 
vitro and even in vivo, we have yet to develop 
a nanovector that definitively demonstrates an 
effect of equal magnitude in humans. In 2016, 
Wilhelm and his team showed that the EPR 
effect only increased tumor chemotherapeutic 
uptake by a miniscule 0.7% of the initial dose 
in humans (Wilhelm et. al., 2016). Since then, 
many more labs have cast light on the mismatch 
between nanomedicine’s creativity in the lab 
and its stagnating translation to human patients. 
This mismatch stems from a supposed lack of 
evidence showing that nano-encapsulated particles 
can effectively enhance efficacy and reduce 
chemotherapeutic toxicity in humans (Lammers 
et. al., 2016). Experts in the field have proposed 
several reasons for this scarcity of evidence. Animal 
models, for example, are believed to be particularly 
inadequate for testing chemotherapies because 
of major discrepancies in tumor growth. In mice, 
tumors often grow to be 10% of their body size 
(proportionally, this would mean basketball-sized 
tumors in humans) and rarely possess cells with the 
capacity to differentiate into lymphatic vasculature. 
Humans, in contrast, are subject to considerably 
smaller, highly perfused tumors. Furthermore, 
even within cancer types, tumors exhibit significant 
variation in structure and microenvironment from 
person to person—some patients may respond 
excellently to nanomedicinal treatment, while 
others may not at all (Danhier, 2016). Despite 
nanomedicine’s effectiveness in aiding the blights of 
mice, it seems that significant effort will be needed 
to enact the same benefits in humans. 

And scientists have done just that, doubling 
down on research efforts to better understand how 
nanoparticles react inside the human body. In recent 
years, researchers have utilized imaging agents 
similar in size and composition to nanoparticle 
therapeutics as a means of evaluating how 
nanomedicines circulate throughout the body. If the 
imaging agent tends to gather in tumors, then it is 
likely that its companion nanotherapeutic will do so 

Enhanced permeability and retention effect, a major 
driver in the ability for nanomedicine’s capability 

for passive targeting, is theorized to work because 
of tumors’ leaky vasculature and poor lymphatic 

drainage (Jhaveri & Torchilin, 2014).

only release their drug payload upon chemical 
cues specific to a tumor’s microenvironment, such 
as a change in pH, enzyme concentration, or light 
intensity (Zhou et. al, 2017). These research fields—
theranostics, active targeting, and controlled release 
drugs—form an exciting front to better understand 
and to enhance nanovectors for human treatment 
(Shi et. al., 2016).

Much effort has been devoted to optimizing 
nanocarriers for cancer, but many other fields 
have also begun harnessing nanoscience’s 
potential to improve drug delivery. Researchers 
around the world have utilized nanomaterials for 
improving siRNA delivery, gene therapies, and 
antibiotics (Pattnaik et. al., 2016). Multiple stem 
cell therapies rely on the correct usage of hydrogels 
and other biomaterials in order to maximize cell 
differentiation and survival inside the body. Even 

...many other fields have also begun 
harnessing nanoscience’s potential to 
improve drug delivery. 
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outside traditional medicine, biomedical engineer 
Zhang and his associates made media rounds in 
late 2017 for a microneedle patch that turned white 
fatty tissue into lean brown fat, which utilized 

Theranostics, combining therapeutic and imaging 
agents, holds promise in analyzing patient response to 

cancer treatment (“What is Theranostics? “). 

nanomaterial design (Zhang et. al., 2017). All of 
these fields have their own risks and challenges, 
but each holds the potential to transform clinical 
medicine for the better. 

Indeed, the 21st century has witnessed humanity’s 
first systematic expedition into the nanoscale. 
Because of new and better-understood principles 
of molecular self-assembly and visualization, we 
edge ever closer to Feynman’s dream of microscopic 
mastery. These leaps and bounds have faced 
many challenges, but they have also resulted in 
new therapies for the clinic, newsworthy devices 
that alchemize fats to fight obesity, and the 
understanding of phenomena that will fuel research 
many years into the future. Nanotechnology 
dramatically enhances the therapeutic capabilities 
of almost our entire medicinal arsenal—from 
chemotherapies to stem cell therapies—and will 
only evolve into a stronger tool in its maturing years. 
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Eyes frozen on plasma screens and the constant 
rhythm of thumbs tapping over iPhone news 

are certainly no stranger to the average American. 
The convenience of new mobile apps and the awe-
striking graphics of modern video games represent 
advances in technology that can potentially impact 
our cognition (Kirkorian, Wartella, & Anderson, 
2008; Shams et al., 2015). While often romanticized 
for astronomical leaps in memory or chided for ties 
to violence, video games are particularly fascinating 
in their role in mental health and cognitive changes. 

Video games have a striking impact on the mental 
health and behavior of users, often resulting from 
increases in the amount of playtime (Hastings et 
al., 2009). Some estimates of video game usage 
among adolescents average from about six to eight 
hours a week, with some teens playing up to three 
hours a day (Jones, Scholes, Johnson, Katsikitis, & 
Carras, 2014). This extended amount of time that 
gamers spend accessing scenes or events that are 
often not a part of their daily lives brings about a 
profound question about how these scenes may 
influence their mental health.  While many studies 
fail to find causal connections between video game 
use and impacts on mental health, some studies 
have found links between self-reported measures 
of aggressive behaviors and violent video games 
(Lemmens, Valkenburg, & Peter, 2011). Similarly, 
violent video game usage is linked to depression 
in pre-adolescent youth (Tortolero et al., 2014).  
Excessive video game use has also been linked to an 
increase in self-reported indicators of sadness and 
suicidal ideation (Messias, Castro, Saini, Usman, & 
Peeples, 2011). Although these findings may suggest 
that excessive video game usage may be detrimental 
to mental health, separate studies provide further 
evidence that these possible links between video 
games and mental health detriments may be due to 
confounding negative social relations for those who 
choose to play video games for an extended period 
of time (Chak & Leung, 2004). These findings blur 
the causality between mental health conditions and 
playing time. With the current evidence, it may 
be more likely that the relation between mental 

health conditions and excessive playing time is 
bidirectional—a cycle that may promote both 
playing time and worsening mental health. 

Video games have recently been implicated in violent 
behaviors (Turrell, 2013). 

Although video games have been shown to have 
negative impacts on mental health, they have also 
been linked to positive changes, such as empathy 
and prosocial behavior. One caveat to linking these 
two different effects on behavior to video game 
use is simply the large variance in video game 
content and game objectives. First-person shooter 
games wholly differ from role-playing games, 
which further differ from puzzle games. Within 
the context of prosocial video games, playtime has 
been linked to greater interpersonal empathy and 
reduced pleasure in another player’s misfortune 
(Greitemeyer, Osswald, & Brauer, 2010). This 
study shows that video games can similarly impart 
positively socializing influences on gamers.

For example, morality of characters within a 

Perhaps even more interestingly, 
character changes within a single video 
game can modify a player’s attitude both 
inside and outside of the game setting. 

game can influence the reasoning and aggression 
of players (Gao, Weng, Zhou, & Yu, 2017). This 
shift in morality based on character development 
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and decisions within a game exemplifies how video 
games may be able to exert subtle impacts on users 
beyond only the graphic or visual experience. 

Examining these experimental results holistically 
suggests that video game use and mental health have 

Video games have an integral link to mental health 
that cannot be overlooked (Bailey, 2016). 

a far more complex relationship than previously 
thought. Video games vary greatly in their 
psychological and emotional impacts on players and 
the variance in game content further confounds any 
large conclusions that can be made between video 
game playtime and mental health. While it remains 
difficult to quantify or causally link video game 
usage and mental health, the relationship between 
the two is increasingly relevant as technology 
continues to occupy a central role in our lives. 
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Emily Whitehead was five years old when 
physicians diagnosed her with acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), a dangerous form 
of cancer with a U.S. 5-year survival rate of 68.2% 
(Cancer Stat Facts). The bubbly little girl was 
quickly mired in an endless parade of grueling 
therapies. When these treatments failed to secure a 
relapse-free recovery, the physicians told her parents 
to expect the worst, and advised them to put their 

use harmless viruses to deliver new genes to 
the awaiting T-cells. The new genes encode the 
instructions for how to create Chimeric Antigen 
Receptors, a surface feature that is then developed 
on the T-cells. These specialized receptors help the 
immune cells to identify cancer. Once the T-cells are 
genetically modified to become CAR T-cells, they 
are allowed time to multiply and then are shipped 
back to the medical center serving the patient. 
The T-cells are funneled back into the patient’s 
bloodstream, where they can begin the work of 

CAR-T cell therapy has since developed into 
KymriahTM (tisagenlecleucel), the first gene therapy 
to be approved by the FDA. Called a “living drug” 
by pediatric oncologist Dr. Kevin J. Curran, the 

Kymriah: A New Era for Gene Therapy
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DNA holds the instructions for all of life’s processes 
(“DNA”, n.d.). 

life-saving treatment was developed through a 
partnership between the University of Pennsylvania 
and Novartis. Dr. Carl June, who helped create the 
treatment, is still stunned. “Now, I have to keep 
pinching myself to see that this happened,” he said 
(Grady, 2017). 

Kymriah works by harnessing the natural power 
of the body’s immune soldiers: T-cells. White blood 
cells, including the aforementioned T-cells, help to 
regulate and carry out the immune response to any 
foreign objects or dangerous conditions within the 
body. In an optimal case, these T-cells would be 
able to identify cancer cells and destroy them before 
they are able to do much damage. However, T-cells 
often cannot recognize cancer cells as something 
dangerous. 

In this form of therapy, T-cells are removed from 
the patient’s blood and sent to the Novartis lab in 
Morris Plains, NJ (Grady, 2017). There, researchers 

...each one-time dose will cost $475,000 
(Grady, 2017).

kindergartener into hospice care.
The Whiteheads were distraught, but they refused 

to listen to the doctors who had forecasted Emily’s 
quickly approaching death. Instead of planning their 
daughter’s final days and funeral, they went to the 
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia for help. There, 
Emily was enrolled in a clinical trial involving a new 
technology called CAR-T cell therapy. This gene 
therapy, the first of its kind, carried significant risks, 
but Emily didn’t have any other options. Prospects 
looked gloomy when Emily’s condition plummeted 
in the two weeks following her treatment with 
CAR-T cell therapy. But the following week, her 
treatment team was astonished.

Her biopsy came back with no evidence of cancer.
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Kymriah works by harnessing the natural 
power of the body’s immune soldiers: 
T-cells.

is exactly what caused Emily’s initial and rapid 
decline before the treatment eventually succeeded. 
CRS can cause a sudden fever, low blood pressure, 
and neurological problems, among other issues. 
While most reactions are mild, some can be fatal. 
To prevent fatalities, Novartis requires that all 
facilities using Kymriah must be specially trained 
and equipped to administer proper CRS treatment. 
Novartis is certifying only the medical centers that it 
feels are prepared to safely dispense the drug (Grady, 
2017). 

Despite the side effects, Kymriah has performed 
magnificently thus far. In a Phase II drug trial, 
83% of the patients—all of whom were severely ill 
children or young adults —were in remission within 
three months (“Novartis receives”). Hoping that 
Kymriah would be able to treat other types of cancer 
besides ALL, Novartis also ran a trial on adults with 
relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 
(DLBCL) that had not succeeded in autologous 

A researcher pipettes a sample.
Laboratory. (2017, March 23). 

In a Phase II drug trial, 83% of the 
patients—all of whom were severely 
ill children or young adults —were in 
remission within three months (“Novartis 
receives”). 

stem cell transplants. Out of the participants, 
30% completely recovered six months into the 
trial, and 58% experienced some degree of CRS 
(“Primary Analysis”). In January, the FDA granted 
Kymriah priority review for this subset of patients. 
Meanwhile, the European Medicines Agency also 
granted Kymriah an accelerated assessment process 
for both young ALL patients and adult DLBCL 
patients who are ineligible for stem cell treatment 
(“Novartis granted”). These steps are meant to bring 
the drug to market more quickly.

Yet the market is precisely what is giving Novartis 
the most difficult time with Kymriah. Since each 
treatment must be individually crafted for the 
patient, each one-time dose will cost $475,000 
(Grady, 2017). This is not only a frightening 
prospect for insurance agencies —who simply 
may push the brunt of the cost burden on the 
customer —but also for uninsured patients. Novartis 
has responded to the outrage by claiming that it 
carefully reflected upon matters of cost before 
deciding on the price tag. According to CEO 
Joseph Jimenez, Novartis “considered many factors 
including its clinical benefits, the outcomes it 
provides to patients, and the value it offers to health 
systems.” In fact, he argues, Kymriah is a bargain, as 
one assessment “determined a cost-effective price 
would be $600,000 to $750,000” (Jimenez). After all, 
the company has already invested and will continue 
to invest in the time, labor, and research required 
to develop this drug. All of those investments must 
inevitably add to the cost. Despite this, Kymriah 
is still less expensive than the more conventional 
bone marrow transplant (Grady, 2017). However, 
Novartis acknowledges that this price will still 
be impossible for many families to pay. In order 
to make this treatment accessible to all patients, 

defeating the cancer (“Chimeric”). The process takes 
about 22 days to complete and is given in a single 
dose. 

Unfortunately, the arrival of the genetically-
enhanced T-cells can sometimes shock the body 
into overproduction of cytokines, a type of signaling 
molecule that regulates the immune system. 
When this happens, it is called a “cytokine storm,” 
or Cytokine Release Syndrome (CRS), and this 

regardless of socioeconomic status, it has partnered 
with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services. This partnership aims to bill patients 
and insurance agencies with “outcome-based 
pricing”: if an ALL patient does not respond to 
treatment within the first month, payment is waived 
completely (“Novartis receives”). 

The era of gene therapy has arrived, with all the 
celebrations and pitfalls that it may harbor. Humans 
have unlocked the first few puzzles out of thousands 
involving the genetic code and how it shapes us. 
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Will gene therapy be the panacea it promises to be? 
Will it lead to a medical revolution of the likes of 
which have not been seen since penicillin? Are the 
side effects and ethical arguments worth it, and are 
there more that we are as yet unaware of? While 
there is much to be learned, at this point one thing is 
certain: we have crossed a milestone.

 There is no going back. 
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The Urgent Need for a Universal Influenza 
Vaccine 

Influenza, commonly known as the flu, is a year-
round disease that affects millions of people 

worldwide. In the northern hemisphere, the flu’s 
peak season usually starts around October and 
lasts till March. The most common symptoms 
include high fever, sore throat, and muscle pain. 
The influenza virus spreads through the air via 
particles generated during coughing, sneezing, or 
even talking. There are approximately 3 to 5 million 
severe cases resulting in about 500,000 deaths (CDC, 
2018). This year’s flu season is on track to be the 
worst in a decade. The current hospitalization rate 
is at 31.5 people per 100,000 residents in the United 
States. Unfortunately, the flu vaccine has had only 
about a 10% effectiveness this year (CDC, 2018). So 
why is the vaccine not working?

The current flu problems have existed for a large 
part of the past two decades. Over ten of the past 

annual flu season. This year’s vaccine was created 
to guard against three key viruses, including the 
influenza A (H1N1), influenza A (H3N2), and 
influenza B strains (Murray, 2015). Other vaccines 
have been created to protect against four different 
flu viral strains known as quadrivalent viruses. 
Currently, these vaccines target two major proteins 
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on the periphery of the virus. These two proteins are 
known as hemagglutinin (H) and neuraminidase 
(N), which make up any particular strain (Houser 
& Subbarao, 2015). There are 18 known H subtypes 
and 11 N subtypes.

Since the virus tries to battle against the vaccine, 
it continuously evolves and changes shapes. 
Hemagglutinin and neuraminidase are formed in 
many shapes like spanners or wrenches. The existing 
vaccines produce antibodies to latch onto a specific 
shape that is linked to a specific strain (Frew et al., 
2012). However, once the virus evolves, the shapes 
and sizes change significantly, which tricks cells 
of the immune system into thinking that the virus 
is harmless, rendering previous priming by the 
vaccine ineffective. This evolution of the virus has 
caused the spike in flu cases during this year’s flu 
season. The H3N2 virus, the most common virus 
this season, has evolved many times and at a quick 
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The serious symptoms of Influenza. (Häggström, 2014)

thirteen years, the flu vaccine has had below 50% 
effectiveness. That number becomes even lower in 
people older than fifty years old. However, unlike 
most years, everyone at all ages has been affected 
and older people are in real danger of being affected 
by the flu (CDC, 2018).

Antibodies develop inside the body about two 
weeks after vaccination. The antibodies protect 
against the viral strains of flu that are within the 
vaccine. The traditional seasonal flu vaccine protects 
against particular viruses that various research 
outlets predict will be most common during the 

The current rate of influenza cases over the current 
flu season. It is much higher than any of the nine flu 

seasons and the national baseline (Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 2018)
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rate (Paules et al., 2018). As a result of this frequent 
evolution, the vaccine has not been that effective 
against H3 viruses, in general.

A potential solution that many researchers have 
called for is the development of a universal vaccine. 
Currently, there are numerous types of vaccines 

High rates of Influenza A compared to Influenza B. 
Primarily out of all Influenza A viruses, H3N2 is the 
strain that is currently affecting a high amount of 
people this flu season. (Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention, 2018)

strain separately.
There are currently other methods being tested to 

battle the current epidemic of influenza. The current 
mission at Emory University School of Medicine is 
to find an effective vaccine for seasonal influenza, 
as well as other diseases such as mycobacterium 
tuberculosis, norovirus, and HIV. Researchers at 
University of California Los Angeles have also been 
examining the genome of the Influenza A strains 
to understand the genetic weapons it uses to get 
beyond the body’s immune defense.

There should be optimism in these current 
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A potential solution that many 
researchers have called for is the 
development of a universal vaccine. 

specifically used to treat a specific type of strain but 
not one that is targeted at several strains (Osterholm 
et al., 2012). A universal vaccine not only targets 
surface proteins, but also interior proteins that are 
common in all influenza A and B viruses. H1N1 
and H3N2 are the two most common virus strains 
and this is what the universal vaccine should be 
equipped to battle—a combination instead of each 

approaches and their potential to generate a  
successful response to the seasonal flu this season 
and the future. The World Health Organization 
has estimated a record number of deaths this year. 
Understanding the properties of the influenza virus 
will be key to lowering the record high rate of the 
seasonal flu this year.
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What can 15 minutes do to a person’s life? For 
Dr. Heval Kelli, a cardiology fellow at Emory 

University School of Medicine, 15 minutes can change 
a high school student’s life perspective of despair and 
uncertainty. In 2016, Dr. Kelli was contacted by his 
alma mater, Clarkston High School, to deliver a talk 
about defying challenges as a Syrian refugee and paving 
his own road to becoming a physician. “I didn’t quite 
know what to say, so I made a presentation about what 
it takes to become a doctor,” Dr. Kelli said. “I left my 
email address at the end of the presentation. When I 
went home, my inbox was inundated with emails. One 
of them stuck with me. It was from an Vietnamese 
immigrant student. She had to work after school every 
day to support her parents. She felt hopeless about 
her future. Yet, upon hearing my talk, she believed 
she could also achieve her dream of pursuing higher 
education.”

Years later, Dr. Kelli could still recite the email 
dialogue that galvanized him to launch Young 
Physicians Initiative (YPI), a pre-medical after 
school program dedicated to expose disadvantaged 
high school students to rigorous college preparation 
and medical experiences. Students meet once per 

Clarkston High School. 
Extending the program to Clarkston High School 

was a cause near and dear to Dr. Kelli’s heart. “I felt 
the urge to invest in my local community. Treating 
an individual is something I deal with everyday; 
but changing a community is grand. My role as a 
physician extends beyond patient care. I wanted 
to lead by example and serve students like me— 
refugees, minorities, and people without education,” 
Dr. Kelli shared.  Instead of bringing the students out 
of the community, YPI makes role models— medical 
students and physicians —available to the students in 
the community. “The three essential things to instill 

month after school for an hour over the span of 10 
months. The interdisciplinary interactive sessions 
are led by medical students from Emory School of 
Medicine and they cover medical school application 
workshops, Emergency Cases simulation, and panel 
discussions featuring physicians. The program first 
piloted at the Academy of Oaks in January, 2016. The 
practical framework of the program helped foster a 
positive learning environment and made the program 
at Academy of Oaks an unprecedented success. A few 
months later, YPI launched its second program at 
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Dr. Heval Kelli giving a Medical Case presentation to the 
high school students at Clarkston High School. (http://www.

ypiprogram.com/) 

purpose into a student are to be present in their lives; 
introduce them to the essence of medicine; and expose 
them to the pathway,” Dr. Kelli said. 

Amidst a period that is rife with tumult and cultural 
division, the classroom environment of YPI serves as 
a stark contrast. “The teacher is Caucasian and the 
children are immigrants and refugee students of 
different races. But there is no divide in the classroom. 
Everyone works collaboratively with a smile on their 
faces. It teaches us about tolerance and compassion,” 
Hannah Williams, the Medical Student Director of YPI, 
shared. Indeed, YPI affords both the medical student 
instructors and the high school students an unique 
opportunity to acquire culturally articulate leadership  
by forging deep relationships with people from 
culturally diverse backgrounds. Looking forward, Dr. 
Kelli strongly encouraged people to follow his lead of 
investing back in local, underprivileged communities. 
He suggested that Young Engineer Initiative or Young 
Lawyer Initiative can be established and applied 
nationwide to different industries.  

Dr. Heval Kelli, founder of YPI; Hannah Williams, Medical 
Student Director; and YPI fellow students. (http://www.

ypiprogram.com/)
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